
 

 
Hardware Evaluation Questionnaire 

 
Company: _________________________________Contact:____________________________________ 

This document contains a series of questions about your facilities and your intended use of the bar code 
scanners and label printers.  Please respond to every item to the best of your ability.  Please do not 
hesitate to contact us with any questions about any of the items.  Your responses will be used for us to 
provide our best recommendation of scanner and printer models based on functionality and price. 

 

Section 1: Bar Code Scanner 

All scanners we recommend have an Android operating system.  The scanners use WiFi to connect to 
your network.  Please ensure proper infrastructure to accommodate the areas where the scanners will 
be used. 

1. How many scanners are required?   ___________ 
 

2. Will the scanner be used outdoors?       Yes ☐   No ☐ 
 

3. Will the scanner be used in a freezer?       Yes ☐   No ☐ 
 

4. Will the scanners be used for more than one 8-hour shift a day?    Yes ☐   No ☐ 
 

5. Do you have items that are lotted/serialized?      Yes ☐   No ☐ 
If Yes, will the lot/serial/expiration number or date need to be keyed in at the time of receiving, 
or do these items arrive with the value bar coded?   

Will need to key in ☐     Already bar coded ☐ 
If keyed in, does the lot/serial number contain letters?    Yes ☐   No ☐ 
 

6. How rugged do you feel the device needs to be:   
Slightly rugged   ☐  (users will be careful) 
Average rugged  ☐ (scanners are expected to be dropped or sustain abuse occasionally) 
Ultra rugged  ☐  (devices are expected to receive some tough abuse) 
 

7. Will all the scanners be stored in the same place when charging?  Yes ☐  No ☐ 
 

8. For efficiency and ergonomics of scanning bar codes, we recommend a device with a pistol grip.  
Please indicate if you would prefer a pistol grip         Yes ☐  No ☐ 
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Hardware Evaluation Questionnaire - Continued 

Section 2:  Printer 

For printing item labels through ScanForce, we recommend purpose-built thermal bar code printers that 
print and dispense from a roll rather than a sheet of labels.  There are various models based on 
connectivity and volume of labels being printed.  Your responses below will help determine the proper 
printer for your needs. 

1. How many printers are required?  __________

2. Printer type:  Desktop    ☐     Mobile    ☐  (user would carry it with them, run on battery)

3. How do you intend on connecting the printer to your network?
WiFi ☐ (this is our preferred option-you can put the printer wherever

you have WiFi coverage and it is quicker and easier to setup)
Ethernet ☐ (you will need to run Ethernet cable to where the printer will

be placed)
USB ☐ (this is not recommended as the PC the printer is connected to

must always be on, and the setup is a bit more involved)

4. What label size(s) (in inches e.g. 4” x 6”) are you intending on using?  ______________________

5. What is the maximum number of labels per day that any one printer would print?
Less than 2,500  ☐ OR 2,500 or more    ☐ 
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